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An Introduction to Language and Linguistics
2006-03-09

this accessible textbook offers balanced and uniformly excellent coverage of modern linguistics

An Introduction to Language
1978

an introduction to language offers an engaging guide to the nature of language focusing on how language
works its sounds words structures and phrases all investigated through wide ranging examples from old
english to contemporary pop culture explores the idea of a scientific approach to language inviting
students to consider what qualities of language comprise everyday skills for us be they sounds words
phrases or conversation helps shape our understanding of what language is how it works and why it is both
elegantly complex and essential to who we are includes exercises within each chapter to help readers
explore key concepts and directly observe the patterns that are part of all human language examines
linguistic variation and change to illustrate social nuances and language in use drawing primarily on
examples from english avoids linguistic jargon focusing instead on a broader and more general approach to
the study of language and making it ideal for those coming to the subject for the first time supported by
additional web resources available upon publication at wiley com go hazen introlanguage including student
study aids and testbank and notes for instructors

An Introduction to Language
2014-08-25

this accessible textbook is the only introduction to linguistics in which each chapter is written by an
expert who teaches courses on that topic ensuring balanced and uniformly excellent coverage of the full
range of modern linguistics assuming no prior knowledge the text offers a clear introduction to the
traditional topics of structural linguistics theories of sound form meaning and language change and in
addition provides full coverage of contextual linguistics including separate chapters on discourse dialect
variation language and culture and the politics of language there are also up to date separate chapters on
language and the brain computational linguistics writing child language acquisition and second language
learning the breadth of the textbook makes it ideal for introductory courses on language and linguistics
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offered by departments of english sociology anthropology and communications as well as by linguistics
departments

An Introduction to Language and Linguistics
2006-03-06

an introduction to language 11th edition offers an up to date look at language studies and linguistics in
today s world this product is fresh and modern and includes new developments in linguistics and related
fields that strengthen its appeal to a wider audience at the same time it maintains the acclaimed light
friendly readable style and the breadth of coverage that have made it a perennial best seller the authors
examine grammatical subjects e g morphology syntax semantics phonetics phonology childhood language
development and adult secondary language acquisition and the tremendous leap in knowledge achieved in
neurolinguistics important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version

An Introduction to Language
2018-01-01

this is a classic book on a fascinating subject peter trudgill examines the close link between language
and society and the many factors that influence the way we speak these range from gender environment age
race class region and politics trudgill s book surveys languages and societies from all over the world
drawing on examples from afrikaans to yiddish he has added a fascinating chapter on the development of a
language as a result of a non native speaker s use of it compelling and authoritative this new edition of
a bestselling book is set to redraw the boundaries of the study of sociolinguistics

An Introduction to Language
2014

an introduction to language is ideal for use at all levels and in many different areas of instruction
including education languages psychology anthropology teaching english as a second language tesl and
linguistics all chapters in this best seller have been substantially revised to reflect recent discoveries
and new understanding of linguistics and languages
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Sociolinguistics
2000-08-03

this popular introductory linguistics text is unique for its integration of themes rather than treat
morphology phonetics phonology syntax and semantics as completely separate fields the book shows how they
interact it provides a sound introduction to linguistic methodology while encouraging students to consider
why people are intrinsically interested in language the ultimate puzzle of the human mind the text first
treats such structural and interpretive parts of language as morphology phonology syntax and semantics
then takes a cognitive perspective and covers such topics as pragmatics psychology of language language
acquisition and language and the brain

An Introduction to Language
2003

this book demands no previous knowledge of linguistics but introduces some of the main topics with which
linguistic studies deal it includes a discussion of the nature and functions of language the differences
between spoken and written forms phonetics structure some aspects of meaning the role of language in
education the teaching of languages and language change

Linguistics
2010

this is a fac simile edition of bloomfield s an introduction to the study of language new york 1914 with
an introductory article by joseph s kess leonard bloomfield 1887 1949 was responsible for two classic
textbooks in the field of linguistics the earlier reproduced here shows some striking differences to his
later views reflecting much of the then current thinking on language matters as such it represents not
only an interesting commentary on the theoretical development of an extremely influential linguist but
more importantly it is a telling document in the evolving history of the discipline and a rich source for
the psycho linguist interested in how and why we got from where we were to where we are
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Language and Linguistics
1969

this unique collection features in depth material on the core areas of introductory linguistics an
innovative format that allows instructors to determine easily the order of topics to be covered practice
exercises and problems with explanatory answers provided for a selected number an instructor s manual that
includes information about the use of the files answers to problems and suggested answers to selected
discussion questions the 8th edition has been completely redesigned for ease of use and includes new
material on computers and language new exercises improved presentation of many files and updates
throughout this edition reflects years of experience of linguistics teachers around the country

Language Files
2007

introduction to language development 2nd edition provides the essential terms concepts theories and
observations that define our understanding of language development this text integrates the foundational
elements of language development including biological maturation cognitive development linguistic patterns
behavioral principles and social interaction in a readable engaging way clear concise and reader friendly
this text provides an excellent introduction to language development throughout the lifespan

An Introduction to the Study of Language
1983-01-01

most of the time we communicate using language without considering the complex activity we are undertaking
forming words and sentences in a split second this book introduces the analysis of language structure
combining both description and theory within a single practical text it begins by examining words and
parts of words and then looks at how words work together to form sentences that communicate meaning
sentence patterns across languages are also studied looking at the similarities and the differences we
find in how languages communicate meaning the book also discusses how context can affect how we structure
our sentences the context of a particular language and its structures the context of old and new
information for us and our addressee s and the context of our culture
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An Introduction to Language
1981

the study of language has evolved dramatically over the last thirty years we know more about language use
and development than ever before but many of these new ideas can challenge our notions of identity and our
sense of uniqueness word of mouth introduces these ideas and explores the power of words to shape and
influence our lives the book starts with a discussion of the evolution of language and then goes on to
examine major areas in the field of language study communication media social function grammatical
structure and psychology each chapter begins by considering our everyday encounter with language and then
develops a view of the subject which fits with our experience as inhabitants of the 21st century this
fully revised and updated edition contains new material throughout including more discussion of the
possible origins of language the impact of digital media and the study of politeness with a fresh engaging
and jargon free approach to the subject the book is an enjoyable and intellectually exciting exploration
of language this new edition of word of mouth is the ideal introductory guide to language for both general
readers and students

Language Files
2001

this book is intended for those who have only limited training or experience in teaching english as as a
foreign language and who want a general but practical introduction to the whole subject those who wish to
do further reading on any aspect will find bibliographies giving details of more specialised books after
each chapter the book is based on material which has been used successfully on teacher training courses at
international house in london back cover

Introduction to Language Development
2006

provides an accessible and up to date invitation to key concepts of modern language study
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INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS.
2015

this accessible and lively introduction to semantics and the multi faceted nature of language guides the
non specialist through the major ways in which the english language makes meaning the author discusses the
meaning of linguistic units at all levels of language from sound to discourse and the role of theories and
models themselves in helping us to understand human behavior through examples and exercises readers are
encouraged to think through and evaluate complex ideas and theories for themselves

The Structure of Language
2010-08-19

explains universal concepts of language structure to help students preparing to study a foreign language

Word of Mouth
2017-09-16

An Introduction to English Language Teaching
1978

it is widely recognized that language is humanity s most distinctive and valuable faculty in this work
originally published in 1974 roger fowler explains the character and absorbing interest of language
designed as an introductory text for students and others concerned with human communication the book is
clearly and concisely written yet it in no way oversimplifies its rich and complicated subject the opening
chapters set the scene by a discussion of the power of language in the social and psychological life of a
man while the main body of the book is an introduction to linguistics the science of language study
coverage is provided of the main topics in linguistic description semantics syntax phonetics as well as of
the functions of language its status in society and its relation to the individual the reader is invited
to participate in some advanced thinking within an up to date and consistent linguistic theory particular
attention is given to the individual as language learner since the process of language acquisition
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illuminates most clearly the naturalness and the complexity of language the author s arguments are
illustrated with hundreds of examples from english and other languages suggestions for further reading are
included in the exposition and the reader who follows the arguments and pursues the carefully arranged
bibliographical recommendations will acquire a substantial insight into contemporary linguistics the most
important and advanced of the modern human sciences

A Short Introduction to the Study of Language
2018

the updated and expanded edition of the most comprehensive and accessible introductory linguistics
textbook on the market

A Short Introduction to Language and Language Teaching
1983

language endangerment has been the focus of much attention and as a result a wide range of people are
working to revitalize and maintain local languages this book serves as a general reference guide to
language revitalization written not only for linguists and anthropologists but also for language activists
and community members who believe they should ensure the future use of their languages despite their
predicted loss drawing extensively on case studies it sets out the necessary background and highlights
central issues such as literacy policy decisions and allocation of resources its primary goal is to
provide the essential tools for a successful language revitalization program such as setting and achieving
realistic goals and anticipating and resolving common obstacles clearly written and informative saving
languages will be an invaluable resource for all those interested in the fate of small language
communities around the globe

Meaning in English
1998

book description advocate pub reynoldsburg oh 1988 1st ptg edition softbound nr fine minimal edgewear very
slight spine crease only text is clean throughout
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Test Bank for an Introduction to Language
2009-11-25

in its fifth edition this collection of materials for beginning linguistics courses takes a developmental
approach enabling students to develop a firm understanding of fundamental concepts and to build on and
make connections among them

An Introduction to Grammar for Language Learners
2018-08-23

there are between 4 000 and 6 000 languages remaining in the world and the characteristics of these
languages vary widely how could an infant born today master any language in the world regardless of the
language s characteristics shelia m kennison answers this question through a comprehensive introduction to
language development taking a unique perspective that spans the period before birth through old age
introduction to language development offers in depth discussions on key topics including the biological
basis of language perceptual development grammatical development development of lexical knowledge social
aspects of language bilingualism the effect of language on thought cognitive processing in language
production and comprehension language related delays and disorders and language late in life

An Introduction to the Nature and Functions of Language
2011-01-27

an introduction to language third canadian edition offers students an up to date canadian perspective on
the study of language this text provides students with the basic tools that will help them advance in a
variety of disciplines including education psychology languages anthropology communications computer
science and linguistics clearly written and often humorous with numerous exercises that allow students to
test their knowledge this text will help students better understand one of the essential aspects of our
human existence our ability to use and manipulate language
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Understanding Language
2022-02-23

for the love of language an introduction to linguistics is an engaging introduction to human language and
the role of linguistics in understanding its fundamental design acquisition and functions replete with
case studies and examples from australia new zealand and around the world this text offers a thorough
introduction to core topics including the structure and meaning of words the systems that organise
language strategies for learning about language the evolution of language and the function of language as
a complex social resource the second edition includes extensive new content across the entire text
including the areas of orthography syntax corpus linguistics language acquisition and multilingualism each
topic is accompanied by a wide array of pedagogical resources designed to consolidate student
understanding including examples and exercises each chapter ends with a research project providing readers
with an opportunity to build on fundamental skills and engage more thoroughly with each topic

Language Files
2022-06-15

in this edition we have revised and updated some of the already existing files and added some new
materials and some new problem sets from various languages in particular you will find revisions in the
following units phonetics phonology morphology psycholinguistics language contact language variation and
writing systems

Saving Languages
2005-11-03

this student friendly textbook uses the principles of linguistic analysis to investigate the aesthetic use
of language in literary and non literary texts

Language Files
1987
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a clear and up to date introduction to linguistics this best selling textbook addresses the full scope of
language from the traditional subjects of structural linguistics relating to sound form meaning and
language change to the more specialised subjects of contextual linguistics including discourse dialect
variation language and culture and the politics of language there are also separate chapters on language
and the brain computational linguistics writing and first and second language learning extensively
classroom tested this second edition has been revised to further support student learning with numerous
new examples exercises and textboxes to model and contextualise key concepts updated throughout to
incorporate contemporary issues and events it includes worked examples of phonological analyses and
multiple examples of a variety of world englishes a rich collection of online resources completes the
learning package

Language Files
1991

language an introduction to the study of speech is a seminal work by the renowned linguist edward sapir
published in 1921 this book delves into the intricacies of language and its role in shaping human thought
and culture sapir known for his contributions to the fields of anthropology and linguistics explores how
language reflects and influences the way we perceive the world around us in his book sapir discusses
various aspects of language including its structure grammar and the ways in which different languages
shape our understanding of reality he also delves into the concept of linguistic relativity which suggests
that the structure of a language can affect the way its speakers perceive the world through insightful
analysis and engaging prose sapir invites readers to delve into the fascinating world of language and its
profound impact on human society language an introduction to the study of speech remains a classic text in
the field of linguistics offering valuable insights into the nature of language and its significance in
human communication

Introduction to Language Development
2013-07-18
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An Introduction to Language
2019

An Introduction to Language
2005-09-29

For the Love of Language
2019-11-12

Language Files
1994

Patterns in Language
1998

An Introduction to Language and Linguistics
2014-09-04

Language
2024-02-13
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An Introduction to Language The Essentials
2019-12-30

English
1970
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